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Students speak at
NCA gathering
academic discipline of speech
communication, convened to
take part in four days of
The work of many research presentations given
months of diligent speech primarily by researchers, pro
theory research culminated on fessors and graduate students.
Nov. 4 for Olivet seniors Olivet’s panel, led by the
Shannon Garrett, Bethany Martinsons, was one of a select
Heidel, Michael D. Johnson, few that contained undergradu
Jennifer Schultz, 1999 ONU ate participants.
The
research pre
graduates Matt Mund and Amy
Boone Tallman and ONU’s sented by Olivet’s team cen
tered around the counseling
Martinson duo.
The former and cur-' services at Olivet and how the
rent students were hand-picked theories of speech related to
to participate by Dr. Jay them. “The students on the
Martinson.
“Narrowing it research team seemed excited
down to these particular six was about the idea of applying their
difficult and still somewhat theories and research to a
arbitrary because there were logical topic,” said Martinson.
The ONU panel en
several other equally bright
joyed meeting the author of their
students,!’ he said.
They travelled last textbook who attended the
weekend to Chicago where this conference and listened to them
year’s annual National Commu speak,even though they did at
nication Association
conven- times refute his teaching, and
(
tion took place. The NCA, a found the experience to be
professional association for the memorable and beneficial.
By Courtney Brown
New s editor

Above: The O N U speech com munica
tion team with the author of
their textbook.

Left to right:

Michael D. Johnson, Jennifer
Schultz, Shannon Garrett,
Bethany Heidel, Am y Boone
Tallman, M att M und, Dr. Don
Shields, Dr. Jay Martinson and
counselor Jeanette Martinson.
(GlimmerG/ass photo by W ill
Swardstrom)
Right: Mike Johnson speaks to the
the audience as fellow O N U student
and participant Jen Schultz looks on.

(GlimmerG/ass photo by Dr. Jay
Martinson)

Avoid date rape by knowing your boundaries
By Heather Strous

Executive editor
Editor’s note: This is
thè' first in ù two-part series
about date rape.
Date rape- it could
happen to you. As many as one
in five women on college
campuses may experience some
type of physical or psychologi
cal sexual coercion, according
to Susan Mercie, in “Date Rape:
Unmixing Messages,” an article
on the www.doitnow.org web

site. That’s a scary statistic, but
if women choose to take
precautionary measures, they
may lessen their chances of
becoming a victim.
What is the legal
definition of the term? “Date
rape is the act of forcing sex on
a date. The key word in the
definition is force, since it’s the
legal line that separates rape
from romance,” Mercie wrote.
“Acquaintance rape is a broader
category and can involve a
sexual assault by a friend,

coworker, or the boy next door.
In most cases, victim and
attacker have known each other
for a year or longer.”
Olivet has taken steps
to decrease the possibility of
assault. Page 31 of the 19992000 University Life Student
Handbook says, “Visitation in
the residence hall rooms or offcampus residences may result
in suspension unless prior
permission is granted by the
resident director or the Vice
President for Student Develop

ment. At no time is a member of
the opposite gender allowed to
enter the hallways or visit the
student rooms of a residence
hall or apartment designated as
student housing.” Dean of
Students Woody Webb believes
this mie has a direct tie to
avoidance of sexual temptation
and/or violence.
“Olivet’s policy con
cerning visitation of the oppo
site gender in the residence halls
exists primarily for two rea
sons. First, by not allowing

open visitation, there is less of a
chance that an inappropriate
sexual advance would take
place.
I recognize that no
institution can remove every or
even most temptations but
Olivet’s visitation policy cer
tainly does not invite that type of
behavior,” he said.
The other reason for
the regulation relates to stu
dents’ personal space and
comfort. “Second, residence
(See RAPE/page 3)
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The Decatur crisis

Sem inars cultivate leaders
By Angela DeVidal
N ew s w riter

The Rev. is arrested for his part in the protest, page 4

What about the Tigers?
Opinions editor and prof, tackle this tough issue, page 5

Like fathers, like sons
ONU’s BURPOS finds a second generation, page 6

Roommate rumbles
Wendi Anderson offers help to students in conflict,
page 7

Just breathe
Spiritual life editor says to take time to rest in God.
page 11

I can do that
Intramurals offers every student a chance to play his/
her fayorite sport, page 13

Picture this
Andrew Sears gives a glimpse through his lens,
page 16

You could be the next
Billy Graham! You could also
be the next Mother Theresa, Dr.
Bowling or Carol Roy (leading
prayer warrior). Our genera
tion is going to be the next crop
of leaders for this world.
There’s no one else for the job
but us. That thought seems
overwhelming at times. It is
encouraging, however, that
Olivet students are prime
candidates for strong potential
leaders that this world has never
seen the like of. This potential
must be drawn out of us,
cultivated and practiced.
This type of refine
ment is exactly what the Office
of Community Life seems to be
aiming at with the new Topics
of Leadership series, a succes
sion of seminars that takes place

on stated Saturday mornings at
10 a.m. About once a month
students are invited to gather to
hear a variety of tips on how to
improve their leadership skills.
For instance, on Nov. 13 RickSelk, the Kankakee area Youth
for Christ director, came to talk
about listening to God. The
speaker encouraged the crowd
to be “proactive” not only with
deeds such as service, but to be
dedicated to solitude and silence
in encountering God. He urged
the crowd to listen to The Voice

instead of the other competing
noises that can be distracting.
This series is not just
for those that are currently in an
official leadership position.
Those who want to kindle the
potential that they feel is
sparking inside of them are
encouraged to check it out.
Someone may decide to come
and suddenly realize that they
have great capabilities to guide
and help others for their college
days and beyond!
Rick Selk,
Kankakee
area Youth
for Christ
leader
speaks to
the future.
(GlimmerGlass
photo by Scott Hughes.)

Dieting with Dave
Dave Barry learns how to lose weight from “Leeza”
show, page 18

Spring break England trip upcom ing
By Nicole Shearer
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To some college stu
dents, spring break means
traveling somewhere new and
for some Olivet students’,
Spring Break travel will mean a
trip to England. This trip will
begin March 9th and end March
19th. The English Department
has tried to make this trip
available to students every two
years, according to Professor
Forrestal. It is designed to
provide first hand cultural
knowledge and provides both a
literature requirement and an
international culture require
ment. “Previously the trip
. was sponsored by Dr. Ruth
Cook,” says Forrestal.; “When
she left ONU nobody felt ready
to ‘do’ the trip in her place.”
After the English faculty went
to England last spring, it was
decided that the students should
not miss out on this opportu
nity.
Both Forrestal and
Professor Belcher coordinating

the project.
There will be an indepth study prior to the trip
itself. Those who travel in this
trip will need to maintain a
journal following specific guide
lines, write a paper about the trip
and participate in an open forum
to be held upon return to ONU.
The forum is scheduled for April
13, 2000.
According to the En
gland trip web page, the purpose
of the trip is “to cover
geography, language, history,
philosophy, art, literature and
religion within the country of
England.” The English Depart
ment feels that, “ even though
Americans share Britain’s lan
guage, we do not share the
cultural experiences of Great
Britain.”
The trip is designed to
experience quickly a variety of
cultures (Celtic, Norman, AngloSaxon and German) that are
represented in England. An
example of learning about
culture diversity is stated among

one of the nine course
objectives, it reads, “the
student will be able to cite
various instances of differ
ences and similarities between
today’s British and American
lifestyles.”
The travel company
they are working with is
Cultural Heritage Alliance. The
approximate cost of the trip is
$2091.00.
This includes
round-trip air travel, 8 nights’
hotel accommodation, a tour
director, on-tour travel, break
fasts and dinners, guided tours,
plus estimated extras.
The
precise budget for this amount
is available on-line at the
England trip button on http://
english.olivet.edu. The more
students who enroll, the lower
the cost will be. The first
deposit was due Oct. 22 with
an application. Anyone still
interested should contact Pro
fessor Forrestal or Professor
Belcher.
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Rape
(from p a g e 1)

halls are a community where
students live, and with that
comes an expectation for a
certain level of privacy. If no
policy existed regarding visita
tion of the opposite gender, then
personal privacy would be
sacrificed,” Webb said.
This policy alone is not
enough to ensure students’
safety. With adulthood and the
college experience comes a
certain level of personal respon
sibility. Jeanette Martinson,
counselor for Pathways Coun
seling of Bourbonnais, said the
most important step a couple
can take to avoid problems with
sexual boundaries is to talk
about the issue. “The time to
talk about it is not when you’re
in the back seat of the car. If
you’re in a serious dating
relationship, it’s time to talk
about it-- the whole idea
basically being don’t wait until
it’s too late to talk about it,” she
said.

Talking about it in
volves setting clear boundaries.
Martinson recommends the
Bible, which she said is clear on
immorality. She also said to
listen to God himself to figure
out where the lines should be
drawn. “If we’re led by die
Spirit, we’ll be Spirit-led, and
we’ll be convicted,” she said.
Materials by James
Dobson were also on her mustread list- especially his book,
“Finding the Love of a
Lifetime.” In it, Dobson gives
12 steps of intimacy, which
outline what he believes is the
proper progression for a physi
cal relationship. Step one, eye
to body, the least intimate stage,
involves one person seeing
another. Step two is eye to eye,
the first time the man and
woman look directly at one
another. The third step is voice
to voice, which is the first
conversation between two po
tential romantic partners. Fourth
is hand to hand, which is still an
early step; it does not signify
closeness or commitment, but it

shows that the friendship is
progressing. Hand to shoulder
is step five, and that reflects a
“buddy” type of relationship
where the partners are still sideby-side rather than face to face.
Clearly more romantic than the
previous points is the hand to
waist stage. Casual friends do
not stand and hug each other in
that way. Step seven is face to
face, and it involves gazing into
one another’s eyes, hugging
and kissing. If previous stages
have not been rushed, it has
more meaning beyond anything
that has gone on before. The
next step is hand to head.
“Surprisingly, touching a
person’s hair in a romantic way
is more intimate than kissing
and nuzzling face to face.
Stroking hair is simply not done
by strangers or even friends in
this culture,” Dobson wrote.
Stages nine through
twelve should be strictly re
served for married couples.
They are hand to body, mouth
to breast, touching below the
waist and sexual intercourse.

“They were intended to be
enjoyed by two people who have
pledged themselves to lifelong
love and irrevocable commit
ment,” he wrote.
If one partner has done
more physically then he/she
wanted or intended to, that does
not mean that the trend is
irreversible. Standards can. be
raised. Martinson pointed out
that while learning by experience
is not the best way in this case,
having the knowledge of what
causes you the most temptation
can help you make wiser
choices in the future. “You ’re all
the more prepared then because
you know what your triggers
are. You need to make it very
clear what you want. If it means
being alone you always get
trouble, don’t do it. Know your
limits and abide by them. Talk
about it. You know what’s
made you cross it before; you
have the hindsight,” she said.
Besides communicat
ing about the physical aspect to
the relationship, partners also
have to be conscious of the non

verbal messages they are
sending. Women never ask to
be raped, but certain actions
can be confusing and frustrat
ing to men, and they should
take care to avoid them. Body
language and behavior by a
woman that can be miscon
strued includes dress, posture,
physical closeness and touch
ing, according to SFriends’
Raping Friends— Could It
Happen to You?”, an article on
the www.cs.utk.edu/bartlev/
aquaint/acquaintRape.html web
site.
“I think we have to
take some responsibility. Ob
viously, a rape is a rape. I think
our no’s need to be very loud
and very clear. Although the
man is guilty and is convicted
in a court of law, there are
cases where the woman takes
the man to the very edge. If we
know he’s getting too stirred
up, then we have to take
responsibility. If we know
he’s expecting it, if he’s
(See RAPE/page 4)
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Jackson arrested in protest over expulsions
By Tribune Media Services

Rev. Jesse Jackson
was arrested Tuesday afternoon
after marching to Dwight D.
Eisenhower High School in an
attempt to re-enroll seven stu
dents who were expelled after
a September brawl. He was led
— handcuffed and shouting
“Save the children! Save the
children!” — into a police
paddy wagon shortly after 1
p.m.; at least four other people
protesting the expulsions were
arrested.
Several Jackson sup
porters had asked to be arrested.
As many as 300 people stood
outside the Macon County Law
Enforcement Center, where
Jackson and the others were
being processed; at one point,
they chanted, “Let the children
in — let the reverend out.”
Rev. James Meeks of
the Rainbow/PUSH Coalition
said Jackson was all right, and
urged the crowd to remain calm.
“Don’t do nothing stupid,” he
said. “Do not antagonize the po
lice, (or else) the reverend will

Rape
(from page 3)
paying, takes back to his
apartment, kisses us, we
shouldn’t wait until we’re on
the couch to say no.
“Be careful how you
communicate, how you dress.
We have to take into account
that men are visual, so we
should take responsibility. And
we need to take it early in the
evening,” Martinson said.
According to the
‘“ Friends’” article, if a man
believes he is getting a double
message from a woman, he
needs to speak up and have her
clarify what she wants. He
should never assume that he
knows what she wants. Not
only that, but he needs to make
his physical intentions clear
early in the date. This does not

be out and you’ll be in.”
Jackson’s supporters
have scheduled a meeting for 7
tonight at a local church to rally
and review the day’s events.
About 250 to 300 pro
testers crowded toward the
school not long after talks col
lapsed between Jackson and
Decatur school board members
without a resolution to the dis
pute over the expulsions.
When Jackson left that
meeting shortly after noon, he
told reporters that talks had bro
ken down because the school
board had declined to accept a
proposal by a mediator from
state Atty. Gen. Jim Ryan’s of
fice, under which a panel would
review the expulsions on a caseby-case basis. “They (school
board members) resist at this
point a case-by-case review,”
Jackson said, “and thus the col
lective punishment denies due
process.” School officials were
unavailable for comment after
the meeting. Both sides in the
dispute met for 2-1/2 hours be
fore ending talks. Jackson said
he would seek a temporary re

straining order to halt the expul
sions, and said that the parents
of the students are considering
lawsuits against the school
board for making their
children’s school records pub
lic.
The students have “al
ready been out of school for one
whole semester for a fight that
shouldn’t have occurred,” he
told reporters at a local church
before setting out on his march.
“That’s long enough.” He had
threatened to force school offi
cials to have him arrested this
morning, but relented when they
offered to meet again at 9:30
a.m. to discuss the expulsions
of the seven African-American
students, who allegedly took part
in a melee at a football game.
Decatur Superinten
dent Kenneth Arndt said today
that talks had been continuing
behind the scenes through an in
termediary. He said the school
board planned to hold an emer
gency public meeting at 5 p.m.
But Jan M andernach, the
board’s vice president, said
members don’t want to consider

Jackson’s proposal to reinstate
the expelled students by Janu
ary. “This was a very violent'
act, and our concern is that we
keep our school safe for chil
dren,” Mandernach said. “The
board’s inclination is that we
have made the move that we’re
going to make in that regard.”
Jackson said the ex
pelled students are not attend
ing alternative school programs
that are now available. He said
they should not join the alterna
tive program until the board
promises that good behavior and
grades will earn them a return
to regular classrooms in Janu
ary. Arndt said other students
want the disruptions to end so
they can get back to school.
“That’s why I’m asking every
body in this country to let us
teach our kids,” he said.
Arndt said the fears of
parents and students kept atten
dance to about 40 percent to. 50
percent Monday. He vowed
schools would remain open to
day, despite Jackson’s planned
protest.
The students were ex

pelled for two school years af
ter allegedly taking part in a
brawl in the stands at a football
game Sept. 17. Under pressure
from Jackson, the governor and
the national spotlight, school
board members voted last week
to trim the expulsions to one
school year and let the students
attend alternative education pro
grams.
Decatur and Illinois
State Police were stationed in
front of the school by 6:45 a.m.,
preparing for Jackson’s planned
action. As many as 15 police
were lined up in front of the
school, standing 10 to 20 feet
apart, with another dozen stand
ing alongside the school. As stu
dents and teachers came to
school this morning, they were
told to enter the building by a
side entrance. They were re
quired to have school ID cards
in order to enter. The Associ
ated Press contributed to, this
report.

involve being crass; it simply
means that he should ensure
that he and his date have a clear
understanding of the expecta
tions for the evening. Also, he
should be aware that a man’s
height, weight and physical
presence can be intimidating to
a woman. Above all, though, he
must remember that when a
woman says “no,” she means
no.
Women and men have
to be aware of characteristics in
each other that could lead to an
assault. Mercie said to be leery
if your partner does not listen to
you, ignores what you say, talks
over you or pretends not to hear
you, disregards your personal
space boundaries, expresses
anger or aggression toward
opposite sex as individuals or in
general, does what he/she

wants regardless of what you
want, tries to make you feel
guilty or accuses you of being
“uptight” if you resist their
sexual overtures, acts exces
sively jealous or possessive or
has wrong or unrealistic ideas
about the other gender. If he/
she is into drugs and alcohol, be
aware that those elements often
play a role in date rape as well.
If you do recognize
one or more of these traits,
Martinson advises you to
examine the situation carefully
and take action. “If it were early
on in a relationship, I’d say get
out. I’d almost always say if
you’re seeing red flags, get out.
It’s better safe than sorry.”
She acknowledged the
possibility of reuniting if, and
only if, the person gets help.
“They could change, and

maybe you could get back with
them. Don’t stick with them
through the change, though,”
she said. If you are unwilling to
end the relationship, at the very
least spend more time in groups
with your boyfriend/girlfriend,
she said.
What should you do if
you see a friend in a potentially
volatile relationship? “You
can’t stop that.
You can
express your concern. Obvi
ously, there’s a risk to that.
You’re not responsible for a
friend’s decision to endanger
themselves. Not saying any
thing is not a good thing either.
Even if they act upset or mad,
they heard you. But what they
do with that is not your
responsibility,” Martinson said.
To avoid situations that
could endanger you, the most

significant action you can take
is to educate yourself. Student
Development provides litera
ture concerning sexual assault
through the ONU Counseling
Center located in the lower level
of Burke Administration build
ing. These include: “Acquain
tance Rape: When the Rapist is
Someone You Know,■“What
Women and Men Should Know
About Date Rape,” “After
Sexual Assault” and “About Sex
and Alcohol.”
“These are
available without question and
are free of charge,” Webb said.

(See RAPE/page 18)
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opinions

Review calls for campus-wide review
Over the past week
concern about the review of the
football program arose. Ques
tions are being asked. Does this
review mean that the football
program is over at Olivet? No.
What then does it mean?
On Oct. 29, Dr. John
Bowling announced that the
intercollegiate football pro
gram had been placed under
administrative review.
Ac
cording to Dr. Bowling, there
was concern “that some ele
ments of the program may be
counterproductive to the
university’s mission, values,
and ethos.” These concerns
called forth a review.
This review calls for a
review of Olivet, not just the
football program. Each person
associated with Olivet needs to

Letter to
the editor
To the students of Olivet
Nazarene University:
As an instructor, I
have the privilege of ob
serving the behavior and
dialogue of quite a large
number of students each
week. As events change,
discussion changes; it usu
ally stays focused around
current and particularly
“ hot” topics. The preseiit
issue over which I have
observed the greatest dia
logue and debate concerns,
quite logically, the football
team. I will not speak of
events as they have or have
not occurred. Although
still open to interpretation,
past events cannot be
changed. Thus, I will focus
on the present state of
things. This is where my
observation" and even my
interaction with students
become a factor. Many
fear the worst: “The ad
ministration is calling for
the elimination of the
(See LETTER/
page 19)

those outside our Olivet Chris
tian community. Christ is not a
quick-fix for a life centered on
self. Rather, Christians are
called to the compassionate life
of community - not community
in the comfort of complacency,
but community with Christ,
wherever he is.
What is hoped to be created
S tefanie Rhodabarger
and encouraged by Olivet’s
Opinions editor
motto:
Education with a
Christian purpose? Phrases
and words can sound nice, but
step back and take an evalua we must realize the meaning
tion their lives and participation behind them in order to fulfill
in the Olivet community. Olivet them. What is the purpose of
has the potential to shape the the Christian? Just as I believe
greater surrounding Kankakee every Christian does, I have
community, reaching out in asked myself that question
every aspect of life: social, many times before. Being
physical, mental, emotional, Christ-like: humble, compas
and spiritual. So many more sionate, caring, freely-giving,
than are now can be a light

joyful, totally selfless. It’s all nity Life section of the
university’s handbook, “when
about Jesus.
Coming from the middle- students join ONU they be
class, white, conservative come a part of a community
Nazarene home that I did, it is seeking the Truth...and we
no surprise that I came to welcome anyone to join who
Olivet. To me Olivet was the can contribute to our prin
next logical step in my search ciples”. What about those who
for myself.
While I have don’t have a relationship with
learned and grown during my Jesus Christ? Do we treat each
years here, I have also noticed person with the compassion of
that unproductively burying Christ, even compassion that
myself in the Christian world calls for discipline in order to
has caused me to wonder who I encourage the best in someone?
Dr. Bowling stated, “The
am as a Christian.
football
program is not us and
I have decided; I refuse to
them.
It’s
us. We’re in this
be complacent. I don’t want to
together...What
I’m hoping is
be content, staying where I am
comfortable, hoarding what I that the process will strengthen
have to myself. I want to the intercollegiate football team
abandon it all for Christ. at Olivet Nazarene University”.
What I am hoping is that the
Honestly, that is scary.
According to the Commu process will strengthen Olivet.

If you’ve kissed one, have you kissed them all?
“Kiss me, out of the
bearded barley... Oh, kiss me
beneath the milky twilight... So
kiss me... Kiss me down by the
broken tree house... So kiss
me... So kiss me...” the popular
Sixpence None the Richer song
says. Kisses are an expression
of love to someone to which
you have fully committed. You
wouldn’t give them to just
anybody.
I had my first kiss
when I was 14. It was at a high
school dance; he was my first
“real” boyfriend. I wish I could
say I look back on that
experience with a warm, fuzzy
feeling, but I don’t. In the first
place, I barely knew the guy.
We’d had a couple of classes
and lunch together, but that’s
hardly enough on which to base
a “relationship.” Less than a
week after that kiss, which was
followed by several others, I
broke up with him. It turned out
he liked my best friend better
than me. I was crushed, but I
picked myself up and moved
on. I had other boyfriends in
high school, all with the same
ending.
It wasn’t until I came
to college that I realized how
distorted my view of “relation-

H eather Strous
Executive editor
ships” was. I figured out
several things- among them,
that society really views a “kiss
as just a kiss.” There’s no real
meaning behind it. Kiss a
hundred people; kiss one. It’s
all the same. I know that
sounds a bit extreme, and
perhaps it is, but look at it this
way. Do we look at the people
we engage in physical relation
ships with as individuals, as
God’s children- something to
be revered and treasured? Do
we look at the people we date as
God’s property? I certainly
didn’t in high school.
As college-age adults,
our view hasn’t changed much.
It’s just gotten more compli
cated. We’re not looking for a
date to the prom; we’re search
ing for the person with whom
we’ll spend the rest of our lives.

So, we dive into relationships
headfirst.
We “love” the
person we’re with, and so, we
hold hands, kiss, hug, etc.-- all
to show them how we feel. But
is that the best way? Is that
God’s way?
My concern is that we
get to know someone much
faster on a physical level than
we do spiritually, emotionally
and socially. The remainder of
the relationship becomes a blur.
It might lead to the altar; it
might lead to a broken heart. I
can guarantee this; the faster
the physical aspect accelerates,
the faster we find out how it
will end. Our culture has gotten
to the place where relationship
stages in a traditional sense no
longer exist. What was once
thought of to be radical, i.e.,
kissing in public, is ' now
common place. Hugging is the
step before holding hands.
Holding hands is the step
before kissing. Kissing leads to
touching, and so on.
What we don’t take the
time to realize is that those
actions are signs of commit
ment- signs that you want to
“love, honor and cherish” the
person you’re with for the rest
of your days. Are you ready for

that? At 14,1 definitely wasn’t.
At 20, I ’m still not.
What I’m suggesting
is not that we should have a
mass “Dump-your-SignificantOther Day.” I want us all to
take a step back and evaluate
our relationships. How well do
you know your boyfriend/
girlfriend? Are the spiritual,
emotional and social aspects of
your relationship keeping pace
with the physical side? I pray
that they are.
If they aren’t, then I
implore you to stop compro
mising. Please do not put
yourself in a situation where the
temptation is too great. Look at
your partner as the pure and
innocent creature God created
and treat him/her accordingly.
Show him/her that your interest
is based on your love for them
as a person. Get to know all that
you can about him/her- their
likes, dislikes, pet peeves, joys,
etc. Don’t allow the physical
side of your relationship twist
the rest of it into something
ugly and meaningless.
Let God have the final
say in your relationship. Let
Him guide your steps.

Burpos are back, better than ever
By Karrie Smith
Features writer

Who are all the crazy
guys with the yellow shirts at all
the basketball games. They are
the second-generation BURPOS,
or the Brothers Under Religious
Persecution Organization.
The first BURPOS
were started by Gary Ingall and
Randy Hartman.' This was a
group a guys that according to
Rick Shelton, current ONU
staff member and BURPO “just
bonded and hung together.”
They were an unofficial frater
nity of sorts. They went to
basketball games and even
cleaned the floors at timeouts
and halftime. They also picked
on opposing teams. Rick states
that the group’s mission was to
be “immature and mean spir
ited.” As time went on and the
original BURPOS got older they
changed the description to
“immature and nice.”
Many of the original BURPOS
are now in full time ministry.
The second generation
of BURPOS got started when
Eric “Spidey” Johnston and
Lance “Kilmoon” Kilpatrick
were having lunch during the
middle of the fall 1998
semester. They talked and it
came up that their fathers had
graduated from ONC. Johnston
then discovered that Kilpatrick’s

dad had graduated in 1976,
around the same time as his
father graduated. Johnston
recalls, “ I asked Lance if he had
ever heard of the BURPOS. and
he responded my dad was a
BURPO!”
Kilpatrick said that
they hugged briefly, and that
was the beginning of it all. Eric
had practically the same con
versation with Brian “Cracker”
Gamer and that made four
BURPOS. Johnston, Lance,
Brian and Nick “Doc” Shelton,
who was Johnston’s room
mate.
They soon heard about Brad
“the big Zurch” Zurcher, whose
dad had also been a BURPO.
Kilpatrick calls it “Definitely
God” that brought this group
together.
The BURPOS consist

The "Burpo Brothers" motto: Sharing, spiritually, academically, socially.
This was the original group in 1974. (Photo courtesy 1974Aurora)

Each member in the
new group was selected by the
four original second-generation

They are working on a web
page and go on group outings.
There are three RA’s
that are BURPOS as
well.
The Current
BURPOS
have
changed their mis
sion. They are “all
about God and all
about insanity,” as Johnston put
it. Jon “Shaft” Carlson says that
there are two types of BURPOS,
“the obnoxious trying to be
Christlike and the Christlike
trying to be obnoxious.”

(that)isj a 1Burpol
of 20 ONU sophomore guys.
They meet together weekly for
Bible Study as well as have
accountability groups consist
ing of three members each.
Each member is given a
nickname, and that is how they
refer to one another.

members. They organized them
selves and decided to wear
those famous yellow T-shirts
that say “BURPO”. The group
has a creed and each member is
sworn in.

Gamer states that “not
everyone and their brother can
be a BURPO, but we don’t want
to be labeled as “exclusive”.
Ben “Limp Wrist”
Bittner states the only BURPO
requirements
is “ a deep
commitment to Christ and a
deep commitment to crazi
ness.”
This is a group deeply
rooted in tradition but it has put
its own twist on the original
BURPO philosophy. The boys
still support ONU sports and
they still support each other,
although in new ways.

Speak for you rself- b e n ice to ice
To whom it may concern:

Several 90s BURPOS show school spirit and
enjoy some time together at a recent basketball
home game. The best way to spot a BURPO is by
the yellow T-shirts and sometimes by the goofy
wigs. (Photo courtesy o f Aurora)

Your article “Just Say No to Ice” is a grave misrepresentation.
First, There are some medical benefits to ice. When you have a paper clip-related
injury, ice will soothe it.
Second, people with psychological issues may need to chew on ice in order to satisfy
the need for repetitive motion. Drinks without ice may deepen one’s psychological problems.
Third, it is our American freedom to have our drinks with ice.
If Seth does not want ice in his drink, maybe he should go over to England, where
drinks are served lukewarm and tasteless.
This said, I will go and have a nice, cold glass of ice.
Sincerely,
Sandy Kelley
(Off-campus Students Association president)
* I f you would like to comment on any article appearing in the GlimmerGlass, send a
letter to Heather Strous @ ONU Box 6024 or just slip your letter under the
GlimmerGlass office door in the basement o f Ludwig.
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Stick
it
out
or
kick
‘em
out?
Anderson gives advice for surviving roommate conflict
By Jeanna Hamende
Features writer

Dorm life can be rough
with a roommate or two in the
picture. There’s little privacy.
You have to learn to compro
mise everything. What do you
do if you and your roommate(s)
just cannot compromise? As
sociate Dean of Student Devel
opment Wendi Anderson has
some advice for those who are
fed up with their roommates.
Anderson said the very
first thing to do is to talk to your
roommate about the problem at
hand. Open communication is
essential to conflict resolution.
The best thing to do is to
confront the other person in a
certain way and manner. Done
correctly, confrontation will
cause fewer problems than
avoiding the problem alto
gether.
Anderson advises these
steps to follow when communi
cating and trying to resolve
cçnflict. First of all, the two of
you should be is a comfortable
setting. The setting should be
comfortable for the both of you,
not just one.
Second, no matter
how mad both of you may be,
both of you must keep your tone
of voice calm. If you use a loud
or rough tone, you may only

O pen co m m u n ica 
tion is essential to
co n flict resolution.
- Jeanna Hamende
Features w riter

cause the other to get defensive
or feel threatened. Calm voices
will make the environment more
comfortable.
Third, when discuss
ing problems, you must use “I”
statements. For example, say,
“I feel irritated when...” or “I
get very upset when...” instead
of “You always ...” or “I hate
it when you ...” When you use
“I” statements, you’re telling
what you feel and see instead of
accusing your roommate of
something. Your roommate
will not feel the need to defend
him/herself.
Only one person should
talk at a time during this
discussion. Take turns. When
the two of you are finished with
open communication, then you
must try to reach a solution for
the problem. You may want to
try setting guidelines or reach
ing a compromise.
Remember to give
your new game plan a chance to
work. Try it out for at least two
weeks. If you still cannot put up

with each other, go on to the
next step.
The next step is to get a
third party to help you work out
the problems. Talk to the R.A.
If he or she cannot help resolve
your conflict, then you must see
the R.D. If this doesn’t help,
then it is probably the best for
the two of you to seriously
consider separating.
This is where Ander
son finally comes in. She steps
in to help with resident housing
problems. Anderson has a
master’s degree in counseling
and she will try to help you make
it until at least the end of the
semester. “Currently the policy
that is in place is that we don’t
allow, or don’t encourage
roommate switching until se
mester time,” Anderson said.
We try to hold off and have
roommates switching only at
semester time. Now, obviously
if there’s situations that are just
horrible and there is no way to
work it out and it is really awful
then we will look at those on a
case by case basis.”
She encourages the
roommates to not move out
until the semester ends, but if*
the two roommates cannot
resolve conflict, then a move
may be planned.
Anderson then talks to

Not all roommate situations are disastrous.
Here, roomies Preston Bittenbender and Jarrod
Darling discuss the pros and cons of the pens in
the bookstore. (GlimmerGlassphoto by Scott Hughes)

the R.D. to see if anyone in the
dorm would be willing to switch
roommates. A switch only
happens during a semester
when it is absolutely needed. If
you do switch, then you will
have to pay a $25 fee.
Switching at the end of
the semester is the easiest
option of all. There is no fee for
trading rooms then.
After
Christmas, some students trans
fer schools or some of the
seniors graduate, leaving empty
rooms. Take note of the fact

that you must find your own
roommate for the next semes
ter. Neither Anderson nor
anyone else will find a room
mate for you.
If you can make it until
the end of the semester without
killing your roommate, do so.
Trying to resolve conflict will
have to be done throughout our
lives so why not practice it
now? Campus life is tough
enough without the stress of an
uncomfortable situation with a
roommate.

P.R., panda bears- what a combination!
Editors’ friendship grows through internship experience
By Jen Schultz
Features editor

Heather and I managed to turn our summer as
P.R. interns into an adventure. (G/immerG/assphoto
by Scott Hughes)

This summer was an
unusual bonding experience for
me and my good friend and
GlimmerGlass executive editor
Heather Strous.
There’s
something about summers in
town that brings ONU students
closer together. On top of this,
Heather and I had the same job.
We both had intern
ships doing public relations and
marketing for local park dis
tricts. Heather was at the

Kankakee Valley Park District,
while I was at the Bourbonnais
Township Park District. We
both worked with brochures,
news articles, press releases
and various other types of
public relations work.
These internships were
something that we both en
joyed, and having a friend
nearby was useful. We called
each other from work almost
every day. Sometimes it was
for advice^ other times for
moral support and still others,

for no reason at all. Heather
said to me, “It was helpful
knowing that there was some
one across town who was going
thrpugh the same thing that you
were.”
We got to work to
gether on some projects. Our
favorite joint project
was
something we affectionately
named “The Panda Experi
ence.” Part of my responsibility
at the BTPD was to dress up as
the children’s museum’s mas(See Panda / page 9)
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Bad news for

MP3 fans

D o w n lo a d a b le m u sic n o t a ll i t ’s c r a c k e d up to b e
By Tribune Media Services

Music is supposed to
take you places. But until they
figure out how to wire your
brain to 200 watts of bass boost,
you’re only going as far as the
latest technology allows.
Along comes the
Internet, which really can take
you places (if you believe
Microsoft), and suddenly there’s
more music at your fingertips
than you can stuff into the
biggest record store.
People online aren’t
just buying CDs. With the right
hardware and software, they’re
grabbing songs and entire
albums off the Net and storing
them on their computer’s hard
drive.
This is the world of
digitally downloadable music.
It’s better known as MP3, and
it’s hotter than MTV. Much of
the music and software is free)
and hardware prices are drop
ping all the time. Play MP3s
directly from your computer,
through your home stereo or
feed them into a portable digital
player. But the time and risk to
keep up with everything can
drive you to La Vida Loca.
Thousands of bands
and solo artists you would

otherwise never hear about —
nor perhaps want to — are
cramming their music onto the

Net, hoping you’ll somehow
stumble over it, taste it, like it
and, against all odds, buy it.
Finding what you want is like
panning for gold in a gravel pit.
If you’re hunting for rare
bootlegs or unreleased songs
from major artists, you’re also
flirting with the law.
Also, today’s state-ofthe-art technology is probably
tomorrow’s relic. Just around
the comer is a faster, better
sounding format for download
ing music, and it may not hook
up smoothly with today’s
recorders and players. Dive into
MP3 now and groove at your
own peril.
MP3 is the easy
way to say “Moving Picture
Experts Group 1, Audio
Layer 3.” It isn’t the only
format for digital audio, but
it’s by far the most popular.
The reasons: High-quality
sound and quick downloads.
MP3 music isn’t as
crisp and clean as a pre
recorded CD, but it’s better
than a cassette, and file sizes
are so small that you can
download a song in the time it
takes to choke down a TV
dinner. Choking down this
“music” is another matter.
At the moment, MP3 is
the most practical, low-cost
alternative for musicians
who can’t get record compa
nies to cough in their
direction.
Countless
wannabes think they’re ready
for record contracts, and,
through MP3, they’ve found
a cheap and easy pipeline to
unload their creations on the
world.
The Net is teeming
with MP3 sites. Some come
from individual bands; most
are set up as clearinghouses
for independent and small-label
music. Songs from “name”
bands are floating around like

shooting stars in a galaxy
cluttered with rubble. Where
and how do you wade through
the bad stuff to find the good?
There’s no surefire formula.
Most MP3 sites let you
search, usually in vain, for a
specific artist. It’s more fun and
less frustrating to jump in with
an open mind and no big
expectations. This is the time
and place to take a chance on
new music. So slap on your
miner’s cap and let’s dig.
The best place to start
is MP3.com (www.mp3.com),
which hosts music from 28,000

groups and individuals. This
site is extremely user-friendly
-— quick screen loads and great
self-help sections for people on
all levels of MP3 awareness.
The upside and down
side ofMP3.com are the same:
It accepts music from anybody,
regardless of quality. Nobody’s
filtering anything, leaving you
to judge whether a piece of
music is worthy of your ears.
More than 200,000 online
explorers are doing that every
day, according to the company.
You won’t find unbi
ased, objective reviews. The
only ways to distinguish un
known artists from one another
are the self-supplied biogra
phies. There also are charts for
the top-40 downloads — a
measure of popularity, if not

quality. If you like finding
music through today’s hit
parade, don’t bother step
ping on this float. The digital
domain hasn’t given birth to
any stars.
Searching for art
ists by geographic location
is the coolest part of
MP3.com. Take a continen
tal view or whittle your
focus to a town or specific
neighborhood. It may not
lead to great music, but it’ll
satisfy the curiosity of
anyone who wants to know foundation is already poured.
what’s shakin’ in Kenai, Alaska.
David Bowie sold his
At last check, there was new new album, “Hours,” online
music from five different two weeks before he released it
artists in the “Payne Avenue” in stores. Last month, Rage
area of St. Paul.
Against the Machine leaked out
MP3.com also lets you MP3 cuts of three songs from
search by more than 300 “The Battle of Los Angeles” a
musical genres. Your quest for few weeks before the CD went
“québécois” music is over.
to retail.
Almost every song is
You can only buy the
free — you’re only investing “Three
K ings”
movie
time and disk space — and you soundtrack through digital
can listen online before you download. Time Warner
download. Once you’re struck Records didn’t think the
by common sense — “Jeez, soundtrack was strong enough
why did I download that?!” — to invest in the manufacture and
just wipe the song off your distribution of CDs and cas
system, and we’ll pretend you settes. More commonly, name
have good taste.
artists are turning out MP3
“MP3.com isn’t for versions of songs targeted for
everyone. It’s for the people radio play, as teasers to upcom
who really like music,” says ing records.
M ichael Robertson, the
With a 28.8k modem,
company’s founder and direc it takes about 5 1/2 hours to
tor. “If you want to explore a lot download a typical record.
of diverse music and decide for Time won’t be as much of a
yourself what you like, you’re factor as the digital pipeline
the person it’s best suited for.” fattens and music compression
Does
digitally improves. Depending on who
downloadable music warrant you believe, digital distribution
all this fuss and attention? For will account for anywhere
now, it’s an exclusive environ between $35 million (accord
ment for music die-hards and ing to Jupiter Communications)
people with lots of time to bum. to $600 million (Internet Un
Someday — and that day is derground Music Archive) in
perhaps a decade away— more music sales by 2002.
people will buy music through
With the inevitable
digital downloads than they do
(See MP3 / page 9)
on CDs, if CDs even exist. The
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Avoid h ead ach e o f m igrain e p ills

Skatin' for Jesus

By Tribune Media Services

unique wafer dissolves on the
More than 24 million tongue within seconds. No
Americans suffer from those liquid is required to help digest
notorious headaches known as Maxalt, so it can be taken at any
time, anywhere.
>
migraines.
“They just hit me like
Those looking to rid
themselves of their pain have that,” sophomore Kristen
resorted to everything from Barnes said.
Barnes, who takes pre
avoiding caffeine to giving
themselves shots. However, a scription pills for migraines, is
new option has come to the very pleased with Maxalt'. “If I
attention of doctors and pa were somewhere where I
tients: a peppermint-flavored couldn’t get water, and I could
wafer called Maxalt or just reach into my purse; that
would be very convenient,” she
Rizatriptan Benzoate.
Developed by phar said.
When looking into
maceutical giant Merk, the new
drug is available only through Maxalt as an option, patients
prescription for the acute treat are asked to consider if their
ment of migraine attacks in current medication is as effec
adults. Like other drugs in its tive as they would like. Some
class, it relieves migraines by question migraine sufferers
reducing the swelling of blood should ask themselves are:
vessels surrounding the brain; Have my headaches changed in
blocking the release of sub frequency or severity? Does
stances from nerve endings that my current medication deal
cause more pain, and interrupt with migraine side effects such
as nausea and sensitivity to
ing pain signals.
Though available in light and sound? If my current
common tablet form, the medication is a pill, am I tired of

taking them ?
“I’ve always been bad
at taking pills. Given the option
of mushing one up and swal
lowing it in apple sauce versus
a little dissolvable pill, I’d
choose the wafer,” sophomore
Rhea Davis said
If a ihigraine sufferer
is unsatisfied with their current
methods of migraine relief and
is looking for a new option, it is
suggested that he or she see a
doctor. From there they should
be as detailed as possible about
the headache’s condition to
determine if Maxalt would be
appropriate. The general public
can get more information about
Maxalt at www.merck.com/
product/usa/maxalt/cns.
“When a migraine gets
terrible, I have to give myself a
shot, though I ’d rather just deal
with the pain. I don’t like
peppermint, but I ’d take it over
a needle in the leg,” said student
Carrie O ’Donnell, a migraine
sufferer.

T h e s e k id s a r e p a r t o f C o lle g e
Chu rch 's skate m inistry.

Look fo r

an upcom ing story a b o u t th e m in 
istry and how you can g e t involved
in lo v in g
s k a te rs to J e s u s .
(Glim m erGlass photo by S cott Hughes)

Panda
MP3
(From page 8)
development of a better
format, MP3 files still will
play on the next generation
of players, just as most
DVD players also can
handle compact discs.
The same doesn’t
necessarily apply to today’s
portable MP3 players, which
can’t be upgraded to handle
tomorrow’s format of
choice. It might be best for
now to forget the portability
and stick to a free player,
such as Nullsoft’s Winamp
(www.winamp.com), that’s
anchored to your hard drive.
Some people fore
cast a day when you’ll bring
a digital music recorder into
a music store, plug it into a

downloading station and
pay at the pump for all the
music you grab.
Along with the
music, you’ll download all
the lyrics, liner notes and
photos to your hard drive.
You also might get more
music. In the digital do
main, there are no time
constraints on record length.
Just don’t get
caught redistributing the
music. Some scalawags
(mostly college geeks) turn
songs and entire CDs into
MP3 files and upload them
to the Net, opening this
music to the world without

(From page 7)
cot, which was a large panda.
I would appear at local
events in order to promote the
BTPD’s children’s museum.
One sweltering day
this past July, I was asked to
join Heather at a PR event for the
KVPD. Together we would tell
people about the children’s
programs available through the
park district as well as the fun
offered by the children’s
museum. No one likes standing
inside of an oven in the middle of
July, but since I love Heather, I
agreed to join her as the panda.
Now, all I had to do
was dress up as a panda and
dance around, hugging little
kids. After a while, I was ready
to collapse from the heat inside
(and outside) my suit. About
every 5 minutes, we went into a
back room where I’d take the
suit off and catch a few breaths.
By the end of an hour, the room
was spinning, even when I was
standing still. We told the kids

that the panda had to be home by work. He just happened to see
dark. I ditched the suit and we us from die window. How,
took off as quickly as possible. exactly, could we explain that
We weren’t ready to the reason we were running
part ways for the evening, so around in a professor’s back
we decided to go for a cruise yard was because we wanted to
down Route 102. By the time show him the panda suit? (I had
we came upon one of our changed into my street clothes
professor’s houses, I was by then.) I wasn’t wearing the
feeling better. We decided to suit; it was back in the car.
drop in for a visit.
Also, how could we explain that
No one answered the we thought they were having a
door, but the cars were in the barbecue by the back door? We
driveway. Figuring the family hadn’t heard any “barbecue’^
was probably grilling on the sounds, but we guessed that the
back porch, we decided we warm night might lend itself to a
should go around hack. The barbecue.
problem is, there was no back
I just stuttered, feeling
porch. We did find a door, incredibly stupid, while Heather
however.
While we were gave her most reasonable
creeping around in the explanation for our behavior.
professor’s back yard, contem
The professor, gra
plating knocking again or ciously accepting the fact that
leaving, we hear a voice. “What we were just plain weird so the
are you two doing sneaking story must be true, invited us
around in my yard?”
inside and gave us a grand tour
Oops! Our prof was in of his new house.
a back room, doing some repair
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Spin

God and man: Where do our values lie?
ONU student relates “Fight Club” to the m easure o f God’s love
By Amy Walker
Spiritual Life writer

“You are not your job.
You are not how much you
have in the bank.
You are not the contents o f
your wallet. You are not your
khakis.”
This is the theme of
the recent hit movie “Fight
Club.” In it, an anonymous
narrator played by Edward
Norton is degraded and an
gered by his dehumanizing job
and his treatment as a secondclass citizen by those above
him. Norton turns to accumu
lating material possessions to
find meaning in life and value
as a human being.
Then he meets Tyler
Durden, played by Brad Pitt,
on an airplane, and his life be
gins to change. Together, the
two start a chain of basement
boxing clubs, which they call
Fight Club. Norton finds his
value as a hum an being
through fighting and forming a
relationship with Marla Singer,
a support group “tourist” who
met him when he was also a
“tourist.”
But how are we go
ing to truly find our worth as
human beings?
We can't all get beat
up every Friday night and go
back to work feeling halfway
spiffy. We can't all fall in love
with Helena Bonham Carter,

"'N o m an is an is
la n d '"

We

each o th e r.
s o c ia l

need
W e 're

cre a tu re s .

W e need to love and
be lo v e d In re tu rn
...G o d

show s

H is

lo v e m o s t p o w e r 
f u lly t h r o u g h o u r
f r ie n d s ,

f a m ily ,

neighbors, and sig 
n ifican t others."
either. So what's the solution for
the rest of us, who aren't in the
“Fight Club?”
For starters, finding our
worth in accumulating “stuff’ is
not the answer. If we judge our
value as humans by how much
stuff we have,
then our whole lives are going
to be about accumulating stuff.
We're going to spend hours and
hours at our jobs, trying to make
more money
to buy that cool new sports car
or that elegant new house. We
might
'
,
even lie, cheat, or steal to get
what we want. However, all the
"stuff" th at we own really
doesn't say very much about us
as human beings. Like Edward
Norton did, we might get burned
out, depressed, and discontented
with our lives, slumping back in

our genuine leather recliner on
our velvet carpet and moaning,
"Is this all there is?" Plus, a Tshirt slogan says it well: "He
who dies with the most
toys, still dies."
So, if we don't look to
material possessions to find our
worth, then where do we look?
Let's look to God, first and fore
most. In Genesis, God created
humans and then pronounced
them good! Isn't that encour
aging? Before sin ever came
into the picture, God created
us and called us good. He val
ued us, and he STILL values us!
He loves us more than we can
imagine. He doesn't care how
much money we have, or what
kind of car we drive, or how
much stuff we've accumulated
over the years. God only cares
about us, ourselves, just as we
are. He wants our hearts most
of all, not our possessions.
Second, God values us
much more than he values His
other animals, like a squirrel or
a tiger. The Bible asks, "Are
we not worth much more than
the beasts of the field or the birds
of the air?" The truth is, we are!
Out of all the animals that live
on this earth, only humans are
bom with the capacity to know
and love God intimately. We can
think and reason, and we can
respond in faith to God’s revela
tions to us. We can read His
Word and follow His teachings.

Cats and dogs can be God’s
beloved pets, but only we
humans can be called His
children!
Also, God values us
so much that He has pro
vided a way for us to be
saved from our sin. He
came to earth as a human
baby, Jesus, and He grew up
and becam e a man. He
healed the sick and helped
the hurting, but he didn't
come to earth just to be a
counselor and physician. He
came to die on a Roman
cross, under the m ost
shameful and humiliating of
circumstances, so that we
could be forgiven for our
sins. God wants us to spend
all of eternity with Him, but
He knew this could not hap
pen if our sins were not
washed away. So, rather
than leave this impossible
task up to us, He took care
of the job Himself. God
thinks we sinful humans are
worth His own life, which is
absolutely priceless! Let's
trust in Him to pay the price
for our sin.
Clearly, we can see
how finding our personal
worth in God is far better
than finding it in stuff. Your
stuff can't love you back, but
God can and does. There is
one more way to help us find
value and meaning in life:

through our relationships with
others. Edward Norton, once
all of his lust was satisfied,
found value in learning to care
for and love Helena Bonham
Carter in “Fight Club.” We
should learn to care for and
love others, too. I think life is
so much more fulfilling when
you have people you love to
support you and that you can
help support. As the old say
ing goes, “No man is an island.”
We need each other. We're
social creatures. We need to
love and be loved in return. A
lot of times, God shows His
love most powerfully through
our friends, family, neighbors,
and significant others. More
people know the love of Christ
from people's actions, not from
a tract's words. Let's find
m eaning and value in life
through God and our personal
relationships.
In a sermon I once
heard, the pastor said that the
three most important things in
life, that you'll remember on
your deathbed, are “who you
loved, who loved you, and what
you have done for the Lord.”
Let's remember that
and be more concerned with
these things instead
of with getting more stuff. I
truly believe that if we do, our
lives will be worth more in the
end...and throughout eternity!
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v Omega: M aking a dram atic difference
By Elizabeth Björling
Spiritual Life writer

Picture yourself up
on stage before a sea of
faces. The lines are memo
rized and your p artner is
ready. What you say and do
on this stage could impact one
or thousands. It could change
lives; you know this person
ally because it has changed
yours. Omega Drama Minis
try is more than what can be
seen on a stage or in front of
a church; it is what God does
behind the scenes that is re
markable. I became involved
in Omega my freshman year,
and my life has never been the
same since. From the very
beginning everything was sur
rounded in prayer; we were
committed to make Christ the
center of our group of seven.
Through everything we did,
sharing the love of Christ was
our num ber one priority.
Meeting and practicing two

times a week and then trav
eling on weekends second
semester, we had the pre
cious opportunity to minister
to others and at the same
time minister to one another.
We became an accountabil
ity group for one another, lift
ing each other up in prayer.
Sharing our prayers and
praises, week after week we
grew together as a close
group of friends and as a
team. I grew immensely in
my Christian walk and as a
person. Acting was just an
avenue that God used to
bring us together and to the
churches. While there, we
had the opportunity to get to
know the teens, personally
one on one. Developing
friendships with the mem
bers of the congregations
has had lasting effects. I still
have three teenagers who
consistently write and E-mail
me about their struggles and

adventurers as Christians. At the
end of the spring semester, I re
alized that if I was to be involved
in Omega for a second year it
w ould have to be w hat God
wanted. I prayed all summer long
that God would reveal to me. what
I was supposed to be involved in
this year. I prayed and prayed,
but I was not completely willing
to hear God’s call. When I re
turned this fall, during the second
week I began to see what God
wanted, but still I was resistant.
I came up with all kinds of ex
cuses. I said, “Lord I am too
busy. I don’t have enough time.
There are plenty of others who
would do just as well if not bet
ter. I ’m not the one you want.”
Yet, He is persistent. It was like
the verse in Isaiah 6: 8 “Then I
heard the Lord’s voice, saying,
“Whom can I send ? And who
will go for us?” (NCV) Finally,
without anymore excuses I said,
“Here I am. Send me!” God had
called me to be an O m ega

Speaker Dee Kelley helped keep chapel
goers awake with his wit.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Scott Hughes)

Leader.
As an Omega Leader,
God has richly blessed me. In
the weeks which came after
making the decision, He gave
me an incredible group. Each
person is a gift and an asset to
the group. Seeking God’s guid
ance every step of the way, we
are already planning for next
semester and challenging each

other in our Christian walks.
I strongly encourage and chal
lenge anyone that has ever
considered getting involved in
a ministry group to do so. The
time and the effort that you
invest God will most richly
bless. Be open to His leading
and most importantly be will
ing to say “Here I am, send
me!”

Tired? Wo m -o u t? D o n ’t fret, th ere is h o p e
By Gina Gottardo
Spiritual Life editor

W e live busy lives
as

college

s tu 

t’s that time of thesemester dents, God has
where everything
seems to be piling up called us here to
at once; homework assignprepare
us fo r
ments, group-projects, tests,
th e m inistry He
papers, conferences,and al
ready the threat of finals is has fo r us, but
approaching. With all the until w e learn to
deadlines that seem to be
coming (and missed), it’s hard rely solely on His
not to feel drained, stressed, strength w e will
overworked and just plain
tired. I don’t know about the never be able to
rest of Olivet, but I know that m ake i t
is how I have been feeling
lately-tired and drained. I quickly God time falls to the
don’t think I am alone though. bottom of the “to-do list” Its
The worn-out bug seems to be hard to keep God our focus
invading our campus. Being when so many other things
pulled in so many directions seem to be top priority, and it
makes it hard to even make seems like when God time
the sim plest deadlines. does happen we are so
Let’snot even mention how drained from everything else

I

that it is a struggle not to fall
asleep during prayer.
Something that God has
speaking to me about is the
importance of keeping Him first
in everything I do, no matter how
stressed and tired I am. I can do
nothing on my own, I can do
everything and anything-with
Christ (Phil. 4:13). Its so easy for
me to get stressed out and
worried about how many things I
have to fit into 24 hours.
Sometimes I go to bed dreading
the fact that in ju st a few short
hours I have to start all over
again.
But God understands.
He understands that our bodies
get tired and worn-out. He
understands the battles we have
with our flesh-Jesus’s body got
tired just as our did. In Luke
21:37, it says that each day Jesus
taught at the temple and that each
night He went to the Mount of

Olives to pray. In chapter 22:39
before He was captured it says
that He went to pray as usual at
the Mount of Olives but that He
“withdrew about a stone’s
throw beyond them (the dis
ciples), knelt down and
prayed...and an angel from
heaven appeared to Him and
strengthen Him. Jesus knew
that He couldn’t get up and
teach every morning without
strength from His heavenly
Father. When it was time for
Jesus to give up His life, He
trusted that God would some
how revive Him. God, being
faithful, sent the angel down to
do just that.
We need to remember
that when things get tough that
God is still here waiting for us to
lean on Him. Spending time
with God needs to be our top
priority, for how can we get
through the day if we don’t

have His strength-I know that
not a day goes by that I don’t
need His perfect strength to
carry me through. We live busy
lives as college students, God
has called us here to prepare us
for the ministry He has for us,
but until we learn to rely solely
on His strength we will never
be able to make itv Our God
time has to be quality time,
where we pour out our heart,
needs and struggles included, to
Him and rejoice in the fact that
He has granted us Grace. As
the song says “His strength is
perfect when our strength is
gone.”
So next time the
projects and papers start piling
up and a 24 hour day just
doesn’t seem long enough to
get everything done, remember
that He is here in the midst with
His arms open, waiting to carry
us home-if we only .ask.

Tîgers finish challenging season with attitudes
of true champions
the upset. With two touch
downs, Peter Campbell played an
Sports w riter
important role in the team’s
victory. “This was an important
game since it was my last home
Tiger football this year has game. This was just as big a win
shown an attitude of persever as the two national champion
ance in many ways. Not only ships I was a part of in high
have they overcome challenges school and junior college,”
on the football field, but also Campbell told The Daily Journal
those coming from the commu in last Friday’s edition.
nity that surrounds them. From
The win against McKendree
interviews with some of the propelled the Tigers to overcome
players, the common feeling they another challenge last Saturday
possess is one of success, for the against Tiffin University. It was
team has proved victorious when another fourth quarter effort that
faced with a challenge.
earned the Tigers the season
After coming off a disappoint endingwin. Withascoreof24-16
ing loss against Taylor, the Tiger entering the final quarter, Dave
football team faced an even Spencer brought the Tigers within
greater challenge in the Bearcats two with a 30-yard run. The
from McKendree College. The Tigers then tied the game with
Bearcats were rated number four the two point conversion pass to
in the nation and undefeated Joe Bertrand from quarterback
entering the contest. A win Matt Wentz. With 6:35 left on the
would give Olivet at least a tie for clock, the Tigers then captured
the Mid-States Football the lead for good with a 7-yard
Association’s Midwest League TD pass to Peter Campbell from
title, a first in school history. Wentz. Chad Martin added the
With the support of a Homecom point-after to make the score 31ing crowd of over 2,000, Olivet’s 24. The strength of the defense
quarterback, Tyler Pankey, con was shown as Greg Murphy
nected with Pete Campbell with recovered a fumble on the ensu
40 seconds left in the game to lift ing Dragon possession at the
the Tigers past the Bearcats for Tiger48.
By Jennifer Delk

The tiger's advance the ball down the field. Offense has been a key for the
tigers this season. The Tigers have proven they are a fourth quarter team,
scoring 120 in the fourth quarter. (GlimmerGlassphoto by Scott Hughes)

Ben Burke followed up with a 52
yard run for the final touchdown
of the game, all but sealing the
38-24 win over the Dragons from
Tiffin University. .
Over the course of the season,
the Tigers have scored 120
points in the fourth quarter, while
holding their opponents to a
mere 40. This just proves the fact
that the Tigers are a fourthquarter team.
“Last year was enjoyable as
we made our run through the
playoffs, but I think this year has

been just as good or even better
because of all we overcame to get
to this point. This year we had to
develop as players and coaches.
And it was a great season,” Head
coach Mike Conway stated for
the Sunday edition of The
Kankakee Daily Journal. As
written by senior team captain
Scott Weinberg, “After all we
have been faced with this yearloss of some key players, coach
ing changes, lost loved ones, and
the whole TASK force situation,
our team has overcome all of

these and earned a place in the
history books,” said Weinberg.
“No matter what happens from
here on out, we will always have
that, and that gives me great
satisfaction.” By finding out on
Monday that the team was
finished for the 1999 season, the
team celebrate the achievements
they have to show: a 6-4 season
record, a Mid-States Football
Association’s Midwest title, and
most importantly, an attitude of
true champions.

ONU cross-country team s run the good race to victory
Women
Men take
advance to
2nd
Nationals

Courtesy of ONU
webpage

The O livet N azarene
University men’s cross country
team placed second last Friday
during the Chicagoland
Collegiate Athletic Conference
race. Illinois Institute of
Technology won with 45
points, but the Tigers finished
with 49 points. Robert Morris
College placed third, followed

by Kendall College, Judson
College and Cardinal Stritch
University.
Nate Kerr was the top
runner for the Tigers with a
sixth-place finish. The junior
ran the 8,000-meter course in
28:50. Kerr’s effort was good
enough to earn all-conference
honors. Jeff Popenhagen took
eighth with a 29:30 time, while
Glenn Dennis (30:06) finished
10th.
Anthony Mason (11th), Chris
Pluister (15th), Steven Goodwin
(17th) and Chancy Whittington
(24th) were the other Tiger
runners.

The O livet Nazarene
U niversity wom en’s cross
country team ran its best race
of the season last Friday night
during the Chicagoland
Collegiate Athletic Conference
meet that was held at the
Kankakee River State Park. The
solid outing allowed the Tigers

to take the event with 32 points.
St. Xavier finished second
with 35 points, followed by the
University of St. Francis, Illinois
Tech, Trinity International and
Robert Morris College.
ONU is rewarded with a trip
to the NAIA N ational
Tournament. It marks the sixth
time in the past seven years the
Tigers will run at nationals.
St. Xavier had the top tow
runners in the race, but Olivet
had numbers as its top five
runners finished in the first ten
places.
Amanda Stiefel was fourth
with a 20:34 time on the 5,000-

meter course. Leigh Vickory
grabbed fifth (20:47), Melissa
Leatherman sixth (20:58) and
Stacie Beasley seventh (21:06).
Lynnae Melin finished 10th in
21:14.
Alicia Gac (15th), Sara
Stevenson (17th), Michelle King
(22nd), Traci Bridges (27th),
Becky Rusthoven (31st) were
the other Tiger runners.
Stiefel, Vickory, Leatherman
and Beasley earned all
conference honors by placing in
the top seven.
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M en’s basketball stands tall w ith 2-0 record
ONUTigers come off
the bench with strength
By Preston Bitten bender
Sports w riter

After going 28-9 last season and advancing to the
second round of the NAIA national tournament, the
Tigers are faced with a major challenge coming into the
1999-2000 season: improve from last season.
Although the Tigers lost starting post Jack Michaels,
who contributed more than 15 points and 7 rebounds a
game last season, Olivet still returns an experienced
team. The true test will come early for the Tiger’s as
they face some solid competition towards the beginning
of the season.
Coming into this season, the Tigers are shooting for
their twelfth straight 20-win season. The Tigers took

—
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Zach Freeman practices the wave while
waiting for a pass. (G/immerG/assphoto by
Scott Hughes)

their first step on Nov. 8 with a 90-70 victory over
Trinity International. Starting point guard, Tyler Field
led the charge with 13 assists to go along with 5 points
and 4 rebounds. Senior Lee Coomler led the scoring
charge with 23 points, and sophomore Zach Freeman
wasn’t far behind with 19. Drew Neal was solid in the
effort to fill the void in the middle, with 17 points and
6 rebounds. After falling to an 8-6 deficit, the Tigers
went on a 25-10 run and never looked back.
The Tigers’ next challenge was a solid McKendree
College team. Going into the game, the Tigers were
ranked thirteenth in the NAIA polls and were faced with
their first true test of the season. The Tigers passed.
Olivet jumped out to a 29-7 lead midway through the
first half and cruised from there to lead at half-time by
the count of 42-25. Again Freeman and Neal provided
scoring charge, supplying 28 of the 42 first half points.
Although McKendree cut the lead to 62-58 with under
four minutes remaining, the Tigers pulled away and
ended the game with ffee-throws. So far, Olivet has
handled the pressure well. They are 2-0 but several
more challenges are waiting around the comer.

In tra m u ra ls offer co m p etitio n to stu d e n ts
By Preston Bittenbender
Sports writer

When I came to school, I had no intentions of
attempting to play college sports. Assuming that I even
had the skill, I am not sure that I would have wanted to
give what it takes; a lot of time! Time that could be
spent getting used to the new and demanding academic
life of college and the equally new social demands.
When I met Jarrod Darling, my eventual roommate, we
began talking about High School. Through our
conversations, sports eventually popped up. It was
evident that Jarrod enjoyed sports in High School. “I
played three sports in High School,” said Darling.
“They became very important to me. The competition
was something I really enjoyed.” Jarrod had played
varsity baseball all four years of High School, but after
he was called to youth ministry, Jarrod realized that he
might not be able to devote all the time needed to
college athletics. He had told me that the felt that he
shouldn’t play baseball because he needed to focus on
studies as well as developing his ministry through work
with Youth for Christ. “I had got to the point in my life
where I decided that I had a great time playing sports,
but I felt like it was a good time to walk away from
things and focus more on making friendships through
sharing Christ,” said Darling.
That’s where intramural came in. Intramural sports

"Intram urals are useful be
cause th ey allow m e to co m 
pete athletically, and a t the
sam e tim e, I still have plenty
o f tim e to focu s on m y studies
and hang o u t w ith m y friends."
Jarrod Darling
Intram ural paritidpant

created a way for Jarrod to play competitive sports
while leaving a large enough portion of time for other
areas of his life that college demanded. “Intramurals
are useful because they allow me to compete
athletically and at the same time, I still have plenty of
time to focus on my studies and hang out with my
friends,” said Darling.
When asked if he missed the varsity sports scene,
Jarrod replied: “It’s been hard and I miss the
competition, but close friendships and intramural have
helped to fill that void.” Perhaps this is because there
is no aspect of competitive fire missing from intramural

sports. “My favorite intramural sport would have to be
football because it’s tremendously competitive and you
never know who’s going to come out on top,” said
Darling.
Another thing that helps to ease the transition is the
memories that come from intramural as well. One in
which was quite scary. It was several weeks ago that I
got a call from another one of my roommates. He told
me to come to the emergency room, Jarrod had possibly
broken his arm. In a men’s softball game, Jarrod was
pitching when a line drive came back to smash into his
right elbow. “It was real scary,” said Darling. “When
the ball hit me, I was like, that hurts.” Jarrod tried to
move it as he walked off the field, but he couldn’t move
it at all. When I went to pick up Jarrod up from, we
luckily found out that he only had a hairline fracture.
Jarrod was fine the next day on one of the most
important games in our flag football season.
Intramural had provided an incredible memory.
There are many students like Jarrod, students who
made High School sports a way of life and when it
becomes evident that for one reason or another, they
won’t be participating in college athletics, they can turn
to intramural to fill that void. Intramural sports range
from volleyball in the fall to softball in the spring, with
almost any sport in-between. It gives a student a perfect
opportunity to focus on the new demands of college life
while participating in all the «ports they enjoy.
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He’s greeeeeat! ONU mascot takes off his mask
By Kristy Ingram
Sports editor

He’s greeeeeat! No, this is
not a frosted flakes
advertisement. Freshman
Chadwick Anderson, ONU’s
mascot, takes off his mask
and bares all about his job.
We all see the friendly tiger at
sporting events, but do you
really know Toby the Tiger.
Or should we say do you
really know Chadwick?
GG: What is your full name?

CA: Toby the Tiger
GG: Where are you from?
CA: The Den
GG: Have you selected a
major?
CA: I love music and singing,
but it’s always been a goal of
mine to work in the Youth
Ministry:
GG: What do you like to do
when you are not parading
around in a tiger suit?
CA: I like to listen to music
and hang out
with people. I
write poetry,
sing, go nuts
with friend? and
do crazy stuff,
with emphasis
always on God.

GG: How did
you come across
the job of
mascot?
CA There hasn’t
been one for
about four years,
i o I asked if they
were gonna have
one. They said
they had thought
Toby the Tiger waves to all of the about it, but they
fans, just one part of the job that needed someone
he loves so much. Hey Toby, how who could do the
job right. A
hot does it get in there?
couple people had
(G/immerG/assphoto by Scott Hughes)
told Larry Watson

about me and everything came
together perfectly! They
purchased a new outfit and
Toby the Tiger was bom.
GG: Why did you want the
job?
CA: It’s an awesome
opportunity! To be
encouraged to go nuts and
attempt to encourage the
crowd to do the same totally
grabbed my attention.
GG: So it is safe to say that
you like it, correct?
CA: It rocks! I mean, the first
couple of games I felt like I
was walking around in a
portable sauna, but it was
worth it.
GG: What do you like the
most about the job?
CA: I love the people and
seeing how different people
react to the mascot. I love
watching the kids reactions
the most. I mean, I enjoy
being in front of the crowd as
a whole, and trying to pump
them up, but one of the
greatest parts is walking
around and meeting people. I
like the chance to get into a
personal role with the crowd.
GG: Do you believe a mascot
is important?
CA: Oh, definitely! I mean, if
it weren’t for the mascot,
some people might go away

Freshman Chadwick Anderson takes off Toby the
Tiger's head. Can he see through that thing?
(G/immerG/assphoto by Scott Hughes)

from a game not even
knowing what our mascot
was. The focus is the game
and being pumped up, but the
mascot brings one thing that
bonds everyone who’s '
cheering for ONU, the tiger! >
GG: What does the mascot
add to school spirit?
CA: The tiger himself adds a
lot.
GG: What do you add to
school spirit?
CA: I bring Toby to life.
GG: Do you only dress as
Toby for football?
CA: Nope, I try to make it to
the basketball games, but
sometimes schedule conflicts.
Someone may end up sharing

Have you recently gotten engaged?
Are you in the process of planning a
wedding? Are you sick and tired of
trying to figure out who to put your
one aunt next too?

the responsibility with me, but
we will see what happens.
GG: Do you plan on remaining
our mascot?
CA: AS long as it is in my
power to do so. A lot of
things cfte happening, and a lot
of things are changing.

So there you have it,
Chadwick Anderson, a.k.a.
Toby the Tiger. ONU athletics
would like to say thank you
for bringing to life both team
spirit and pride. By the way,
love the suit!
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Lady tigers ready to m eet Y2K w ith a b an g
Courtesy of ONU
webpage

After starting last year with
an 0-10 record, head coach
Doug Porter was afraid that the
first season of the new
millennium might present a Y2K
problem for the Lady Tigers.
But after one of the best
recruiting classes ever to go
along with a strong core of
returning veterans, it looks as if
CCAC opponents may be the
ones in for a problem. Greatly
improved rebounding and depth,
and a better defensive quickness
should help ONU recover from
a 1998-99 season where the
team competed well later in the
year, but could never overcome
their overall lack of size.
Back at point guard is 5-6
all-conference junior co-captain
Diana Wendell who led the
CCAC in assists (4.6 per game),
was 3rd in steals, and was

This year's team is ready to re-write history,
learning from last year and looking ahead to the
start of a new season, (glimmerglassphoto)

second in 3-point field goal
percentage (41.2%). Junior
Christina Golden returns at one
inside position, where she
developed from a substitute at
the beginning of last season to

become an honorable, mention
all-conference selection by
year’s end. Golden was seventh
in the league in field goal
percentage (44.7), led the Lady
Tigers in rebounding (7.1 per

INTERESTEDIN
RECEIVINGUP TO
$23,000 FORCOLLEGE?

Hoesman will bring outstanding
work ethic to go along with a
good three-point shooting touch
to this year’s season.
The Lady Tigers got first
game jitters, opening up thenseason with a 92-71 loss to
Trevecca Nazarene University.
ONU had 29 turnovers.
Trevecca took command early
as it shot a sizzling 62% from
the floor in the opening half.
“They ran the ball on us and we
just did not play that well,” said
coach Doug Porter. “We did
play a lot more even with them
in the second half.
This past weekend, the Lady
Tigers worked hard to improve
their record. ONU picked up
two wins at the Cederville
Tournament.
With a solid schedule of 32
games, including trips to Ohio
and Tennessee, look for the
Lady Tigers to contend for thenfirst NAIA bid in school history
and usher in Y2K with a bang!
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game), and led the CCAC in
blocked shots, noteworthy
accomplishment for the 5-11
former perimeter player.
Junior Anna Babinski and
sophomore Bethany Botzum are
back at the shooting guard
position where both saw
significant duty last season. The
5-7 Babinski, co captain of this
year’s squad, hit 34% of her 3point attempts last year, and her
consistency will be a definite
help this year offensively.
Two more newcomers will
add depth at the point guard
position. Tara Coleman, also an
honorable mention all-state
selection and IBCA Class AA allstar, set a school record at
LaSalle-Peru High School in
picking off457 steals during her
varsity career. Closer to home,
former Bradely-Bourbonnais
High School all-area performer
Amy Hoesman joins the Lady
Tigers after sitting out the last
two seasons due to injury.
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‘Grandma’ Sears immortalize
By Misty Wilson
Arts writer

His “photography be
ginnings” were humble, An
drew Sears said with a smile.
However, this Olivet junior
was recently a published final
ist in the 19th Annual College
Photography Contest spon
sored by Photographer’s Fo
rum magazine and Nikon, a
camera company.
Every
year
Photographer’s Forum maga
zine and Nikon sponsor a
college photography contest.
Participants send in color or
black & white photos which are
then judged. The results of that
contest are published in a
photograph book “Best of
College Photography.”
Sears’ entry was a
black and white closeup por
trait of his Grandma Sears. Her
hands were cupped around her
face and the edges of the picture
were blurred, making her facial

features very pronounced. The
picture was not planned at all.
Sears was just “snapping” and
it turned out well. “She’s got a
lot of character in her face,”
Sears said.
Sears said he was
experimenting with the lens in
this picture. He took the lens
off, turned it over, and shot his
pictures that way, which is
what made the edges blurred.
I asked Sears, “What
makes a good picture?” For the
picture of his grandma, Sears
said “Her hands kind of brought
you into it... a border...a
frame.” For most pictures,
Sears said, “A lot deals with
lighting.”
So what about Sears’s
humble beginnings? “I started
taking pictures with a crappy
camera I bought for $12 at a
garage sale. The strap was
orange and brown and furry.”
He said, “I wanted to be a
skateboard photographer.”

I asked Sears when he
started taking pictures. When
he was around the age of 13, his
brother Dave started working
with photography at an organi
zation in Mishiwaka, Indiana.
Andrew went with his brother
to the organization where Dave
showed him test strips. An
drew says he enjoyed it and
began tinkering on his own
with photography.
Andrew Sears is an art
major with a concentration in
graphics. Sears said he plans to
add a photography concentra
tion to his degree because it will
soon be a new part of the
curriculum. Right now, Sears
works for Life Studio, a
traveling studio. They do a lot
of family portraits.
So, if you see Andrew
Sears around campus, con
gratulate him on breaking into
the photography scene with
success. Oh, and tell him to say
“hi” to his grandma.
Photographer Andrew Sears uses his
camera to view the world around him.
(G/immerG/ass photo provided by Nick Holstein)

P h o t o s
by
A n d r e w
S e a r s :
(clockw ise
from le ft)
p h o to
of
S t e v e
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former stu
dent
of
O N U ;
award win
ning photo
o f his G randm a
Sears; over 40 pho
tos taken in down
tow n C hicago put
together to create
one
im age.
(G/immerG/ass photo
provided by Andrew
Sears)
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F o rm er p ro fe ss o r
renouned as painter
By Scott Roberts
Arts writer

Who is the most dis
played artist on Olivet’s cam
pus? Though you may not have
heard of him, Rockwell Brank’s
paintings of former professors
and faculty are featured in
various buildings across cam
pus ^uch as Ludwig and Benner
Library.
Brank was appointed
art professor at the then Olivet
College in 1958. He taught 12
years here until accepting
another teaching position in
1970 from South Portland,
Maine.
Before that, Brank was
assigned to a special company
of artists that made maps of
invasion sights Such as
Normandy during World War
n. After his military service, he

went to live off the coast of
West Africa.
He then started his
love affair with the sea. Brank
always loved the sea. He
painted many pictures and
gained national fame for his
breathtaking pictures of sea
sides.
He was referred to as a
“leading American painter” in
the second printing of a 1978
Watson-Guptill book “Sea
scape Painting-Step By Step.”
His works of the sea are now on
display at Kimberly’s Gallery
in Wainwright Ohio.
Rockwell
Brank
should becoming coming to
Olivet for a visit either Decem
ber 1 or February sometime.
You will not want to miss this
once in a lifetime opportunity
to see one of the 20th century’s
greatest seaside painters.
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Painting allows students to delve within
By Tribune Media Sevices

LAWRENCE, Kan. —
This is a story about
painting, but it’s not. It’s
about tapping into the artist
within us all, about free
dom, self-expression and
living in the moment.
It’s about people
who have rarely if ever
painted artistically in thenadult lives. But what they
do know is that somewhere
deep inside themselves is a
creative person pressing to
burst out.
They come to a
g a r a g e -tu rn e d -c o lo rsplashed-work-space. Sa
rah Oblinger runs the “Paint
or Die Studio.” Yes, “Paint
or Die.”
“I think that creatjvity -is alive in all o f us,”
Oblinger said on a recent
W ednesday morning. One
by one the m orning’s seven
students began wandering
in for the 10 a.m. session.
At 47, Oblinger is
petite and lissome. She is
dressed in soft, loose-fitting

clothes. Her dark hair is cut
peach-fuzz short.
Her
studio smells like kinder
garten.
Moments after they
enter, the students begin.
There is no talking. The
only sound for two hours is
that of birds chirping and of
swishing and tapping on
sheaves o f thick paper, as
the students start fresh
paintings or work on old.
Oblinger is fast to
admit she is not teaching
students how to paint. She
is teaching them that they
can already paint.
And the key, the
tough part, is to quiet the
in n e r c ritic w ho is
correcteding your drawing,
w h a told you cows aren’t
W hen one is paint
ing in the moment, the
images that appear can be
spurred by intense feelings,
thoughts and memories that
arrive unstoppable. Far from
unusual, it’s common, stu
dents said, to see thenfellow students well up at

times or simply break into
tears as they pour images
into their paintings. The
experience can bring up
memories of abuse, neglect
and divorce, as well as the
array o f slights that mount
in a lifetime.
“It’s too scary for a
lot o f people,” Roman said.
W hen Oblinger be
gan painting this way in her
30s, even she found it
frightening. But she also
believes that it was this
process of painting “from a
place o f honesty” that not
only salvaged her life but
also magnified its beauty
and purpose.
She was bom and
raised in Wichita, Kan., the
oldest of six children in a
m id d le -c la ss
fa m ily .
Oblinger describes her up
bringing as “hugely^ cha
otic,” and herself as a
terrible student who flirted
on the edge of delinquency.
She went to George
W illia m s C o lle g e in
Downers Grove, 111., where
her boyfriend was going. At

19 she married him. A year
later her marriage was over.
But it only got
worse.
After college came
a job mowing lawns at the
Sedgwick County Zoo and
"feeling hugely incompe
tent." Again, she followed a
boyfriend, David Arehart,
whom she eventually marry,
to San Diego.
"Right after I moved
to San Diego," Oblinger
said, "[a skin disorder]
cropped up. It was the way
my depression and anger
manifested itself."
In 1980, Oblinger
and Arehart found them
selves living poor and
miserable in the basement
o f a decrepit cabin in the
middle o f the redwood
forest.
That's when she
thought of killing herself.
"I felt hopeless,"
she said. "Here I was. I
didn't even know if I liked
this man or if I liked my job.
I was depressed. My skin
was bad and I was seeing

people who were telling me
it might be a precursor to
cancer. I contemplated sui
cide and how I would do it.
So
in ste a d ,
prompted by an ultimatum
from Arehart she went to a
therapist school. It changed
everything. Not long after,
in 1983, Oblinger began
taking a painting class in
San Francisco.
Through the pro
cess, she felt alive, happy,
safe, creative, affirmed.
"I went home and
told David I want to work
this way with people," she
said.
In 1995, she began
her studio. Besides allow
ing her artists to find the
artists within themselves,
"Paint or Die" is just as
often therapeutic, they say.
Stay true to yourself
and work through the prob
lems, whatever you create
will be yours. That alone
will make it beautiful.
Paint or die? It's no
contest. Paint.

Adjunct professors help out Art-Department
By Amy Walker
Arts W riter

ONU’s art department
has several professors who are
full-time. However, the art
department also benefits from
adjunct art professors, who
teach part-time at the univer
sity. The Art Department has
four adjunct professors: Profes
sor Brett Hasley, Professor
Marilyn Wilken, Professor Jerry
Slowik, and Professor William
Petit.
Adjunct profs, add new
Brett Halsey is a firstperspectives to the art year professor who not only
dept. (GG photo by Scott works in the art department, but
Hughes)

also for Media in the Computer
Center. He teaches Computer
Graphics I. When asked why
he came to teach at ONU,
Halsey said, “I wanted to get
some experience in the real
world instead of teaching right
out of college. I had some
graphics professors who’d only
studied out of a book and didn’t
have that kind of experience.”
Out of class, Halsey tries to
spend as much time with his
wife, Summer, as possible, and
also tries out new graphics
programs to keep up-to-date
with the latest technology.
Marilyn Wilken is also

a first-year professor at ONU.
She teaches Italian Renais
sance and Western Art History.
Wilken enjoys the chal
lenge of teaching and taught
high school classes for more
than 20 years.
In her spare time,
Wilken likes to paint and teach
private art lessons in her home.
She has a husband and daugh
ter.
Jerry Slowik is a sec
ond-year adjunct professor in
the art department. Like Brett
Halsey, he also has an interest
in computer art and teaches
Graphics. When he’s out of the

classroom, Slowik likes to ride
motorcycles.
William Petit has been
an adjunct professor at Olivet
for five years. He teaches
photography, ceramics, and Art
Activities for Children.
Petit, after teaching
high-school classes for a num
ber of years, says he wanted the
opportunity to work with col
lege students.
His hobbies are the
things he teaches: photogra
phy, ceramics, and art. Petit,
like Wilken, is a retired high
school teacher, and he also
attended college with her.
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‘Leeza’ gave Dave dieting tips
DAVE BARRY

11/14/99

everything I know
about dieting I
learned on the
“leeza” show
By Dave Barry
Tribune Media Services

(ATTENTION EDI
TORS: This DAVE BARRY
column is for release Sun
day, Nov. 14, and is
STRICTLY EMBARGOED
until that date. This column is
for TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES SUBSCRIB
ERS to Barry column
ONLY.)
One recent Tuesday
morning I was flipping
through the TV channels at a
brisk, businesslike, nononsense pace, looking for
“Rocky and Bullwinkle,”

when I found myself caught
up in a fascinating installment
of Leeza Gibbons’ talk
show, “Leeza.” The theme of
the show was: “Women
Who Cannot Correctly Spell
Their Own Names.”
No, seriously, the theme
was: “Superstars of the Diet
Wars.” This was a debate
among top diet experts, who
felt so strongly about the
correct way to lose weight
that at times they came close
to whacking each other over
the head with their compet
ing diet books.
Dieting was not always so
complicated. Thousands of
years ago, there was only one
diet book, entitled “Don’t Eat
Too Much.” It consisted of a big
stone tablet on which were
chiseled the words “DON’T
EAT TOO MUCH!” It did not
sell well, because nobody could
lift it, on top of which every
body back then was busy with

M other G oose & G rim m

other concerns, such as not
starving.
In modem America, however,
food is abundant everywhere
except aboard commercial
airplanes. Dieting has become a
huge industry involving many
complex theories that can be
confusing to the average
layperson sitting on the
Barcalounger, trying to decide
whether to open a second bag
of potato chips or simply eat the
onion dip right out of the tub.
So let’s review the History of
Modem Diet Science:
The first big advance came
1895, when a food researcher
named Dr. Wilbur Calorie made
the breakthrough discovery,
while working late one night,
that he could no longer pull his
pants up past his thighs. After
spending many hours in the
laboratory squinting at fudge,
Dr. Calorie concluded that
people gain weight because
certain foods contain tiny
invisible scientific units that
became known, m honor of their
discoverer, as “Wilburs.”
No, sorry, I mean “calories.”

By M ike D avis

For decades, everybody
operated on the Calorie Counter
Theory of dieting, which
basically states that you should
never eat anything that tastes
good. Then along came a new
theory, the Evil Fat Theory,
which states that you CAN have
calories, but you should NOT
have fat; this resulted in the
multibillion-dollar Low-Fat
Things Industry, which gave us
low-fat brownies, low-fat Milk
Duds, low-fat cows, low-fat
cologne, the cast of “Friends,”
etc.
But there is ANOTHER major
theory that says you can eat all
the fat you want, but you
CAN’T have carbohydrates;
that you can snork down an
entire pig for breakfast, but eat a
single Froot Loop and you will
bloat out like a military life raft.
The Evil Carbohydrate Theory is
extremely hot at the moment, as
is evidenced by the top-selling
diet books, which include
“Carbohydrate Beaters,”
“Carbohydrate Busters,”
“Carbohydrate Whackers,”
“Let’s Poke Carbohydrates in
the Eyeball,” “Carbohydrates
Kidnapped My Wife” and
“Fight Carbohydrates through
Sorcery the Harry Potter Way”.
So it’s hard for a dieter to
know what to think, which is
why it was so helpful for the
“Leeza” show to hold a
debate among the leading
diet experts, including
several medical doctors,
several people with scientific
initials after their names, and
of course Suzanne Somers,
who may yet win a Nobel
Prize for her work on the
ThighMaster, and who is
now a top diet authority with
a book out. It is only a
matter of time before she
thinks seriously about
running for president.
So anyway, the diet
experts debated their
theories, and Leeza walked
around frowning with the

Rape
(from page 4)

What You Can Do to
Avoid Situations that
Might Lead to Date Rape
- Examine your feelings
about sex.
- S e t sexual limits.
- Be alert to other
unconscious messages you
may be giving.
- Be forceful and firm.
- Be independent and
aware on your dates.
- Do not do anything you
do not want to just avoid a
scene or unpleasantness.
- Be aware of specific
situations in which you do
not feel relaxed or in
charge.
- If things start to get out of
hand, be. loud and protest
ing, leave and go for help.
- Trust your gut-level
feelings.
- Avoid falling for such
lines as, “You would if you
loved me.”
■
—If you are unsure of a new
acquaintance, go on a
group or double date.
- Have your own transpor
tation, if possible, taxi fare.
- Avoid secluded places
where you are in a
vulnerable.
- Be careful when you
invite someone to your
home or you are invited to
his home.
- Examine your attitudes
about money and power.
- Weigh the pros and cons
of dating someone much
older.
- Socialize with people
who share your values.
‘“ Friends’ Raping
Friends- Could It Happen
to You?”, www.cs.utk.edu/
hartlev/aauaint/
acquaintRape.html

By Jeremy Dale
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Letter
(from page 5)

football team !”- And as a
former football player and cur
rent English instructor, I am
obligated to speak on this issue.
Unfortunately, even at
this early stage, the battle lines
have been drawn. It is “us
against them” (or “them against
us,” depending on the perspec
tive). Either way, unnecessary
walls have been quickly and
hazardously constructed, all for
the sake of group loyalty. Even
more unfortunate than this fact,
however, is what those battle
lines are based on. They are
based on false assumptions.
I have heard rumors
and you have heard rumors: an
unfortunate by-prodiict of our
community. However, based
on an article printed in the Glim
mer Glass, this is what we do
know.
First, the football pro
gram has been placed under re
view. The football program is
not on the chopping block. It is
being seriously looked at, even
scrutinized; but it is not on a
ballot calling for removal by a
simple yes / no vote. Now, if
you do not understand this first
point, please do not continue
with this letter: I guarantee you
will not understand the rest of
it. But, please do come back
and read it again when you feel
you can accept this first point.

Second, the review is
a result of Dr. Bowling’s con
cern that “some elements of the
program may be counter-pro
ductive to the university’s mis
sion, values, and ethos” (staff 2,
italics mine). This means just
what it says. It does not say that
some elements of the program
are counterproductive, and it
certainly does not say that the
football program is counterpro
ductive. Thus, to find out if in
deed certain aspects of the pro
gram are counterproductive,
logically, an administrative re
view is necessary. I have no
doubt that this same process (of
administrative review) would
be initiated for any of the
university’s programs and de
partments (substitute with En
glish dept., if you wish), should
any evidence surface suggest
ing that aspects of a particular
program or department may be
counterproductive to the
university’s mission, values,
and ethos:
Dr. Bowling’s quote
continues: “This action is taken
to help strengthen the program”
(2). As in point #2, Dr.
Bowling’s words mean exactly
what they say. Of all students,
players should be pleased with
this. Action taken in order to
strengthen a program can only
mean one thing: the program
will emerge from the process
strengthened. As an instructor
in the English department, I
would welcome action taken to
help strengthen the department;

and in fact, we as a department Saturday. We are seen as we
have taken action to strengthen daily trudge to the locker rooms.
our major and our discipline. We are seen as we sit in one
One might surmise that we are particular comer of the Ludwig
constantly in a state of review- dining hall. We are seen as we
-of (re)moving, of shifting, of grunt, bellow, scream and sweat
(re)thinking. And I can testify in the weight room, trying to
to this: each time, without ex push out one extra rep for the
ception, the department has team. But don’t be fooled. Our
faces are seen in chapel, in the
emerged stronger.
Next, the review com classrooms, in the dorms, and
mittee has specifically outlined in the library. Yes, it is the ob
very distinct aspects of the pro vious places; but it is the notgram to be reviewed. I will not so-obvious places as well. We
repeat them here; you can pick are seen and observed every
up the article yourself. But be where, thus we must be held ac
certain of this: the review pro countable everywhere. A “con
cess, slated to conclude March cise description of accountabil
1, 2000, will not be an infor ity” should answer any ques
mal, disorganized, Lany-Curly- tions we (and I’m speaking of
Mo-and sometimes Shemp-cir- players here) might have about
cus act. The review commit what is expected of us and
tee will examine the evidence, about how we should conduct
The
the allegations, and the objec ourselves.
next
logical
question
is
this:
tives from every possible angle,
what
can
students
(players
in
leaving no stone unturned and
cluded) do during this fiveleaving no result unrecorded.
Finally, in a month review process? I can
letter written to the board of first outline what not to do: do
trustees, Dr. Bowling states that not take sides and exchange
the final report will include “ a fighting words based on your
concise description of account false assumptions of what may
ability (2, italics mine). As an or may not be happening behind
Olivet alumnus and former Ti closed doors. As for what you
ger Football player, I can attest can do, you may not like my
to the fact that certain students answer, but here it is: pray. Yup,
are more clearly seen on (and I said it; the seemingly spiritual
off) campus than others. Play pat answer posed as the solu
ers in particular operate under tion to all problems: prayer.
a spotlight for the simple fact Well, I’m not kidding. Pray that
that they represent the univer the Spirit would be present dur
sity in a very powerful and ing all meetings of the review
popular way. Our faces are committee. Pray that all mem
visibly seen on the sidelines on bers of the committee would

operate under the Spirit’s guid
ance. Pray that the committee
would exhibit wisdom and dis
cernment in all decisions. Pray
that the committee would pray.
Pray that students (including
players) would not be divided
into sub-groups based on false
assumptions. Pray that the de
ceiver (the planter of those false
assumptions) would not earn a
foothold-- which he obviously
is trying to do—through "a pro
cess designed to strengthen a
program. Simply stated, pray.
The mission of any
university should always be
clear. The programs and depart
ments of any university should
always be consistent with that
clearly stated mission. Sadly,
this is probably not so in many
universities across the country.
Be grateful, then, that you can
study and play in a university
that makes a concerted effort to
review its printed words and
ensure that they are carried be
yond the pages of a handbook,
a catalogue, or a recruiting pam
phlet. Be grateful that you at
tend an institution that does not
say one thing and practice an
other. Be grateful that you do
not attend an institution run by
liars. And by all means, do not
operate on false assumptions.
Respectfully,
Jeremy Van Kley,
Instr., Department of English
Tiger Football, # 65
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MAZ-LIMK offers the convenience of:

• Paying Bills Online
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I N T E R N E T HOME BANKING

• Applying for Loans and VISA cards Online
• Calculating Loan Payments
• Ordering Checks Online
... and much, much more!

Check it Out Today!

READYCHEK®
Debit/ATM Card

No Annual Fee

Checking

No Monthly Fee

C la s s ic VISA

$20 Annual Fee

NAZ-LINK
Hom e Banking

FREE

THE RIGHT CHOICE

TO TA L
A N N U A LLY

$20.00

The above figures are charges for the services listed if all four
are taken together under our SPECIAL STU D EN T P A C K A G E

...RIGHT NOW!

Nazarene Credit Union • 1770 East Lambert Road
P.0. Box 4000 • Brea, CA 92822-4000
An ind ependent f i n a n c i a l i n s t i t u t i o n ,
not affiliated with the g e n e r a l Church o f the Nazarene.

